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Friends

The slides are based on the book <Stephen Prata, C++ Primer Plus, 6th Edition, Addison-Wesley Professional, 2011>



Friend Classes
• Friend functions?

Ø The extended interface for a class
Ø A common kind of Friend: overloading the << operator (left

operand)
• Friends (neither is-a nor has-a)

Ø 1. Any method of the friend class can access private and 
protected members of the original class

Ø 2. Designate particular member functions of a class to be friends 
to another class

Ø Cannot be imposed from the outside
• An example

Ø A television and a remote control
ü is-a relationship of public inheritance doesn’t apply
ü has-a relationship of containment or of private or 

protected inheritance doesn’t apply



Friend Declaration
• See program example 1

Ø The Remote methods are implemented by using the public interface for 
the Tv class

Ø Provide the class with methods for altering the settings
Ø A remote control should duplicate the controls built in to the television

• Friend declaration
Ø A friend declaration can appear in a public, private, or protected 

section 
Ø The location makes no difference for as a friend but is 

different for the devised class or for the outside



Friend Member Functions
• A problem?

Ø The only Remote method that accesses a private Tv member directly is 
Remote::set_chan(), so that’s the only method that needs to be a friend

• A second solution
Ø Make Remote::set_chan() a friend to the Tv class
Ø Declare it as a friend in the Tv class declaration

• A new problem of circular dependence?
Ø If Tv defined in front, compiler needs to see the Remote definition
Ø But the fact that Remote methods mention Tv objects

• The third solution: forward declaration
Could you use the following arrangement instead?

No



Friend Member Functions
• Another difficulty remains 

Ø Compiler needs to have seen the 
Tv class declaration at this point 

Ø But the declaration necessarily 
follows the Remote declaration.

• The fourth solution
Ø Restrict Remote to method 

declarations and to place the 
actual definitions after the Tv
class.

Remote 



Comparison
• Class friends versus class member friends



Other Friendly Relationships
• 1. Interactive controls

Ø Make the classes friends to each other
Ø Eg.: the television might activate a 

buzzer in your remote control if your 
response is wrong

Ø Tv::buzz() method has to be defined 
outside the Tv declaration so that the 
definition can follow the Remote 
declaration

Ø If you don’t want buzz() to be inline, 
you need to define it in a separate 
method definitions file

A problem

One point to keep in mind is that a Tv method that uses a Remote object can be prototyped before 
the Remote class declaration but must be defined after the declaration so that the compiler will have 
enough information to compile the method. 



Other Friendly Relationships
• A problem

Ø A function needs to access private data in two separate classes while it is 
impossible to be a member function of each class

Ø It could be a member of one class and a friend to the other
• 2. Shared friends (better solution)

Ø Eg.: Probe class represents some sort of programmable measuring device and 
an Analyzer class represents some sort of programmable analyzing device. 
Each has an internal clock, and you would like to be able to synchronize the two 
clocks



Nested Classes

The slides are based on the book <Stephen Prata, C++ Primer Plus, 6th Edition, Addison-Wesley Professional, 2011>



Nested Classes (内部类)
• What is the nested class?

Ø Place a class declaration inside another class
ü Member functions of the class containing the 

declaration can create and use objects of the nested 
class

ü The outside world can use the nested class only if the 
declaration is in the public section

Ø Why? Assist in the implementation of other 
class and to avoid name conflicts
ü Why not a containment?

• Nesting classes is not the same as 
containment

ü Containment: have a class object as a member
ü Nesting class: define a type locally to the class
ü What is the difference?



Nested Classes and Access
• Two kinds of access

Ø Where a nested class is declared controls the scope of the nested class
Ø The public, protected, and private sections of a nested class provide

access control to class members
• Scope

Ø In a private section, it is known only to that containing class
Ø In a protected section, it is visible to containing class but invisible to 

the outside world. While, a derived class would know about it
Ø In a public section, it is available to the containing class, to derived 

classes, and to the outside world



Access Control
• The same rules that govern access to a regular class govern 

access to a nested class
Ø A containing class object can access only the public members of a 

nested class object explicitly
Ø The location of a class declaration determines the scope or 

visibility of a class
Ø The usual access control rules (public, protected, private, friend) 

determine the access a program has to members of the nested 
class



Nesting in a Template
• Remember class template (template argument)?

Ø Templates are a good choice for implementing container classes such 
as the Queue class (example 2)

How to define the method?



Runtime Type Identification
and

Type Cast Operators

The slides are based on the book <Stephen Prata, C++ Primer Plus, 6th Edition, Addison-Wesley Professional, 2011>



What Is RTTI For?
• Runtime type identification (RTTI) 

Ø One of the more recent additions to C++
Ø Isn’t supported by many older implementations

• Why RTTI?
Ø Provide a standard way to determine the type of object during runtime
Ø Allow future libraries to be compatible with each other

• How Does RTTI Work?
Ø The dynamic_cast operator generates a pointer of

a base type from a pointer of a derived type. 
Otherwise, it returns the null pointer.

Ø The typeid operator returns a value identifying the 
type of an object.

Ø A type_info structure holds information about a 
particular type.



RTTI
• The dynamic_cast operator

Ø Safely assign the address of an object to a pointer of a particular type
ü Invoke the correct version of a class method
ü Keep track of which kinds of objects were generated

safe
not safe
safe

NULL



RTTI
• The typeid operator

Ø Let you determine whether two objects are the same type
Ø Accept two kinds of arguments

ü The name of a class
ü An expression that evaluates to an object

Ø The typeid operator returns a reference to a type_info object

• The type_info class
Ø Defined in the typeinfo header file
Ø Overload the == and != operators so that you can 

use these operators to compare types

See program example 3



Type Cast Operators

• Select an operator that is suited 
to a particular purpose
• Examples

Ø None of them make much sense
Ø In C, all of them are allowed

• Four type cast operators
Ø dynamic_cast

ü Allow upcasts within a class hierarchy 
ü is-a relationship
ü Disallow other casts

Ø const_cast
ü Type cast for const or volatile value
ü An error if any other aspect of the type is 

altered

• See program example 4



Type Cast Operators
Ø static_cast

ü It’s valid only if type_name can be converted 
implicitly to the same type that expression
has, or vice versa

ü Otherwise, the type cast is an error
Ø reinterpret_cast

ü Do implementation-dependent things
ü Cast a pointer type to an integer type that’s 

large enough to hold the pointer 
representation

ü Can’t cast a pointer to a smaller integer type 
or to a floating point type

ü Can’t cast a function pointer to a data
pointer or vice versa

High is a base class to Low and 
that Pond is an unrelated class


